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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
King Arthur Returns in Final Novel of The Children of Arthur Series
Marquette, MI, May 31, 2017—Ever since Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s
Court, people have fantasized about time-traveling back to the time of King Arthur. But in Arthur’s
Bosom, when a cataclysmic event sends Lance Delaney back in time, he’s more concerned about
getting back to the twenty-first century than taking a tour of Camelot.
Arthur’s Bosom is the fifth and final volume in Tyler R. Tichelaar’s The Children of Arthur series. The
series began with Arthur’s Legacy, in which modern-day Adam Delaney met Merlin, learned he was
descended from King Arthur, and was shown what really happened at Camelot. The sequels,
Melusine’s Gift, Ogier’s Prayer, and Lilith’s Love, followed Arthur’s descendants over the centuries,
depicting them at various historical events, including the Battle of Roncesvaux in 778, the Fall of
Constantinople in 1453, and World War I.
Now in Arthur’s Bosom, Adam Delaney’s adult twin sons, Lance and Tristan Delaney, find themselves
sent back in time when an apocalyptic comet strikes off the coast of Cornwall while they are out
sailing. Tristan, wounded by the comet’s debris, is unconscious, so Lance goes ashore to seek help, not
realizing he is now in the sixth century, or suspecting that the sailboat will carry his helpless brother off
to sea before he can return. Desperate to learn whether Tristan is dead or alive, Lance embarks on a
journey through Arthurian Britain to locate his brother and find someone who can help him return to
the twenty-first century.
Along the way, Lance will befriend Sir Palomides, the only Knight of the Round Table of Middle
Eastern descent. Unfortunately, Sir Palomides is more intent on slaying a strange creature he calls the
Questing Beast—which appears to be an amalgamation of a lion, a deer, and a snake—than in helping
Lance find his brother. Other characters Lance meets and seeks help from include the Lady of the Lake,
a knight turned hermit, and Morgan le Fay, but each one has his or her own agenda for Lance to fulfill.
Could it be, however, that they know something Lance doesn’t know—that to achieve his goal, he must
undertake a quest to make him worthy of that for which his heart most longs?
Arthur’s Bosom, like its predecessors, blends myth and history to create a new imagining of mankind’s
past and the possibilities for its future. Most significantly, it depicts the return of King Arthur and the
reestablishment of Camelot in an innovative way that will leave readers both stunned and optimistic for
mankind’s future. The title is taken from a line in Shakespeare’s play Henry V. It is a wordplay on the
biblical phrase “Abraham’s Bosom” and refers to an Arthurian version of heaven.
Each volume of The Children of Arthur series has delighted fellow Arthurian authors and fans. Rowena
Portch, award-winning author of the Spirian Saga series, proclaims that The Children of Arthur series
is for those who “love the mystical magic of Camelot but thrive on the excitement and tribulations of
Game of Thrones.” Cheryl Carpinello, author of Guinevere: At the Dawn of Legend, declares, “With
Arthur’s Bosom, Tyler R. Tichelaar’s enlightening tour through medieval legend comes to a striking
and satisfying end…. In fact, it’s a true tour-de-force that can change minds and change the world. Put
this one on your shelf between Malory and Marion Zimmer Bradley as a genre-changer.”
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Tyler R. Tichelaar, Ph.D. is the author of numerous historical novels, including The Marquette Trilogy,
The Best Place, and the award-winning Narrow Lives, and of the scholarly books The Gothic Wanderer
and King Arthur’s Children, the latter of which served as research and inspiration for The Devon
Players’ upcoming independent film Mordred.
Arthur’s Bosom: The Children of Arthur, Book Five (ISBN 978-0-9962400-4-8, Marquette Fiction,
2017) can be purchased in paperback and ebook editions through local and online bookstores. For more
information, visit www.ChildrenofArthur.com. Review copies available upon request.
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